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ASSESSMENT TOOLS


BARRIERS TO RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP/DRIVERS OF OVERUSE


EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING UNNECESSARY CARE


This article reports on the outcome of a consensus conference at which seven medical school teams met to discuss strategies in promoting and educating trainees on ‘high value care’ (HVC). HVC is described as care that takes into account the optimal balance of both clinical benefit with costs and harms, and whose ultimate goal is to improve patient outcomes. First, the authors emphasize that communication with patients is a cornerstone of HVC through informed decision-making, building trust, and supporting statements with evidence. The article also discusses the need for assessment and educational tools in HVC and suggests interactive online modules and the benefit of teaching costs during medical training. The barriers described include time constraints, lack of control over tests requested by consultants, and insufficient support for decisions; however, there is optimism for the newer generations of trainees to implement HVC into their practice. This article clearly outlines the importance of this topic, summarizes the consensus from the meeting, and discusses practical tools for implementing HVC.
Other recommended reading:


**ETHICAL ASPECTS OF RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP**


This commentary suggests healthcare resource stewardship in the United States be addressed at three main levels: national or state policy, payer and practice to achieve benefit. National or state policies are suggested as opportunities to promote resource stewardship through funding mechanisms. The second level of stewardship should be at the 'payer level', where insurance coverage decisions are made. Changes here are key, especially since patients in the United States pay high costs for essential treatments, in addition to services that are deemed to be inessential, ineffective, or very expensive. The third level of stewardship is at the practice level, where group practices can choose to favor generic over brand names for medications of comparable effectiveness, for example. This includes the level of the individual clinician, where decision-making may be better guided by evidence-based medicine, as well as in the context of what is beneficial and medically appropriate for any given patient. Stewardship can also be at the level of the patient, where having conversations about shared decision-making for individuals may lead to larger community discussions and ultimately affect policy, legislation, and elections.
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES & COMMENTARIES ON RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP


This commentary describes the quality problems of overuse of ineffective healthcare and underuse of effective healthcare. It describes effects that proper utilization of resources will have on both low and high income countries. This article is related to the Lancet ‘Right Care’ Series, which highlights global drivers of overuse as well as underuse. For those interested in global health and understanding the quality problem of unnecessary care, this article and series provides useful insight.


This commentary highlights innovative strategies for reducing healthcare spending in the US, not by eliminating services that actually help patients and improve care, but through reducing waste. They outline six categories of waste: (1) failures of care delivery, (2) failures of care coordination, (3) overtreatment, (4) administrative complexity, (5) pricing failures, and (6) fraud and abuse. Their discussion around a “wedges of waste” model for reducing healthcare spending predicts that incremental or fractional reductions in waste are much more beneficial than broader, more blunt cuts in care and coverage. Overall, this theoretical model is a unique one, and outlines a novel perspective on cost reduction strategies.


This review article focuses on evidence of the overuse of medical services, defined as instances where “…the potential for harm exceeds the potential for benefit”. Evidence is provided from five systematic reviews. The authors review evidence from the peer reviewed literature to discuss overuse of medication, screening tests, diagnostic tests and therapeutic procedures. Further examples of overuse in site of care delivery and end of life care are described. The article details individual physical and psychological harms of overuse, and broader harms of overuse to healthcare systems.


This review article outlines the measures to improve the value of healthcare globally. Improving value is described as the right care, for the right patient, carried by the right
individual at the right time in the right setting. Two strategies, top down and bottom up are described as potential levers. Various stakeholders and groups are discussed, and both strategies are considered for these groups. Patients, communities and civil organizations are described as vital to be included in decision-making because they are both the recipients and ultimate payers of healthcare. Additionally, actively engaging these individuals can increase the legitimacy of efforts to determine the relative value of various investments in healthcare. Clinical practice guidelines (CPG) are discussed as tools to assist in practitioner and patient decisions about appropriate healthcare. This article also outlines the role of systems and government policy makers in improving the value of healthcare, specifically touching on the implementation of public policy to address important factors that drive health, including social determinants. Government and policy makers must enact policies that emphasize primary care to reduce high cost care such as in-hospital care.


There is a lack of a common definition or understanding of the term over diagnosis. This contributes to challenges related to research and measurement of the problem of over diagnosis. This commentary analyses and specifies the concept of over diagnosis. In analysing the concept, the author argues that there are four basic problems with the common definition of over diagnosis and suggest nomenclature to divide this complex concept into several more explicit concepts to simplify measurement and to address the challenges that are related to clinicians’ approaches to diagnostics.


This systematic review focuses on ten of the most influential articles published in 2015 addressing the overuse of medical care. These articles discuss overuse of testing (e.g. imaging for headaches), overuse of treatment (e.g. inappropriate testosterone replacement therapy), and medical practices to question (e.g. serial follow-up of benign thyroid nodules). These studies demonstrate that overuse is common in medical practice and exists in all healthcare sectors. This article invites the reader to reflect on inappropriate medical care in daily practice, in the hopes that this awareness will foster changes in practice to reduce inappropriate care and improve quality. The article provides an overview of key clinical areas of overuse and can be used to teach healthcare workers in training, in addition to aiding in quality improvement projects.


This commentary delves into the complex causes and drivers of overuse and underuse in healthcare globally. It concludes that this issue exists in both low income and high income countries and prevails despite differences between how professionals are paid (e.g. salaried,
fee-for-service-) or system funding models (eg. public, private). The authors conclude that efforts to improve quality and reduce overuse need to take account the multiple drivers of this problem and that no one approach can solve this complex problem.


This commentary outlines three domains contributing to poor medical care, which is described as both of inappropriate overuse and underuse: (1) money and finance; (2) knowledge, bias, and uncertainty; and (3) power and human relationships. First it summarizes the impact of finances and economics on medical care, including the impact of socioeconomic status, financing of health systems, and economic incentives influencing patients, providers, and systems. Next it touches on research and how that influences medical care; specifically, research that fails to produce meaningful results that impact patient care due to impracticalities in its application to clinical practice or from being too underpowered to have generalizable results. Lastly, power and human relationships and the dynamics between physicians and patients can often lead to poor medical care. Policies can be subject to the demands of competing stakeholders leading to strategies that may have unintended harm. For example, in the USA and New Zealand where direct-to-consumer advertising is legal, there appears to be a higher percentage of consumers who demand certain drugs and other services because of increased awareness and often unfounded concerns about diseases. The net sum of these influence and drive poor medical care.

**Other recommended reading:**
RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP IN RELATION TO PATIENT EXPECTATIONS


Physicians are gatekeepers of medical resources. This study examines how physicians consider healthcare resources and the strategies they use to exercise cost-consciousness in response to patient expectations and requests for medical care. The study reports results from focus groups of 62 physicians from a wide range of backgrounds and specialties. Physicians report making trade-offs between a variety of resources, and consider not only the relative cost of medical decisions and alternative services, but also the time and convenience of patients, as well as their own time constraints. The essential role of the patient in the decision-making process was acknowledged, although challenging when cost-conscious practice conflicts with patient expectations. They describe strategies and techniques to educate patients, build trust, or substitute less costly alternatives when appropriate, often adapting their management to the individual patient and clinical environment. Overall this study provides insight into policy measures that will address physician’s roles in resource stewardship, and prompt further research into the complex interactions between patients and physicians.

RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP TERMINOLOGY


The Canadian Medical Association (CMA) policy document on improving healthcare sustainability through appropriateness defines appropriateness as: the right care, provided by the right providers, to the right patient, in the right place, at the right time, resulting in optimal quality care with the most effective cost. It emphasizes how quality of care should not be compromised while doing so. Barriers to appropriateness such as political influence and patient expectations, and promoting evidence-based conversations, is one strategy presented to overcome this. The report recommends each jurisdiction provide a framework for potentially inappropriate care, including a means to convey the information and results.
ROLE OF EDUCATIONAL TRAINING EXPERIENCES IN SHAPING FUTURE PROVIDER RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP BEHAVIOUR


This study looks at the impact of training on family and internal medicine residents trained in various hospital referral regions (HRRs) in the United States, categorized into low, average and high spending groups. Data analysis revealed that physician spending patterns were associated with regional spending patterns during residency training. A 29% difference in spending between physicians of the high and lows spending training regions was noted within 7 years of completing training. However, within 16-19 years of training, there was no statistically significant difference. The limitations of the study include the fact that location of training and average Medicare spending per individual in a HRR were used as proxies for training experience. Additionally, the study doesn’t account for the fact that within a single HRR, spending variation exists among residents and practicing physicians. Lastly, clinical outcomes were not measured. Accounting for these limitations, the results of this study shows an association between the spending patterns in the HRR in which residents train and healthcare resource use early in practice.


This study assessed whether graduates of residency programs characterized by low-intensity practice patterns manage patients’ care conservatively, when appropriate, and whether graduates of these programs are less likely to provide appropriately aggressive care. Here, intensity of practice was measured using the End-of-Life Visit Index, which is the average number of physician visits within the last 6 months of life among Medicare beneficiaries 65 years and older in the residency programs’ hospital referral region (HRR). They found that trainees from regions with lower intensity medical practice were more likely to recognize when conservative management is appropriate, and this was irrespective of differences in knowledge base. The study also found that physicians trained in lower intensity regions were still capable of choosing an aggressive approach when indicated.


This systematic review evaluates how to deliver high value, cost-conscious care. Three general areas were identified as aiding in successful learning: (1) knowledge transmission, (2) reflective practice, (3) supportive learning environment. Knowledge transmission includes the ability to understand scientific evidence, patient preferences and pricing and health economics, and the applicability of each to medical decision making. Reflective
practice includes feedback on ordered tests and treatments which can be directed towards individual physicians on their practice, and more broadly around questions regarding reflections on medical decision-making and quality. A supportive learning environment includes macro level support to incentives and support to improve practice, clinical role models to teach and demonstrate high value care and a culture of interprofessional collaboration.

**Other recommended reading**


**STRATEGIES FOR REDUCING UNNECESSARY CARE**


This study investigated the frequency and patterns of preoperative medical assessments in data collected from over 440,000 patients undergoing cataract surgery. Evidence suggests that for a low risk surgery such as cataract removal surgery, preoperative tests offer no clinical value to patients. The study found significant variations in practice, and this mainly differed by ordering physician rather than by patient characteristics. This study highlights how physicians may have testing and practice patterns that are rooted in routine rather than evidence and it should encourage physicians to reflect upon their own ordering
practices and consider whether these are evidence-based, and offer clinical value to patients.


This study is a quasi-experimental analytic approach to evaluate the effect of legal reform on the treatment of Medicare patients in the emergency department. They hypothesized that adjusting definitions of malpractice could change healthcare resource use in the emergency department, as studied in three states (Texas, Georgia, and South Carolina). Malpractice concerns are commonly cited by physicians as a reason for overuse. These states had recently changed in their defined liability standards for emergency care to gross negligence (meaning proof of quite severe negligence by physician is required), and measured healthcare expenditure by the rates of advanced imaging or hospital admission. The results showed little difference in these parameters before and after the reform, suggesting that use of emergency department imaging is unlikely to be affected by physicians perceived risk of malpractice claims alone. The study also proposes that physicians appear to be less motivated by legal risk than they believe themselves to be. Other factors that may play a role in defensive decision-making include risk-aversion in general, and the inherent, unique challenge facing physicians as gatekeepers of medical resources. Further studies could expand upon concepts raised in this article.

VIDEOS ON RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP

DocMikeEvans. Do More Screening Tests Lead to Better Health? Choosing Wisely. Last retrieved August 18, 2017 from Mike Evans' YouTube page: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8c7qTsVVxXw&index=1&list=PLo06RNEsN5xgLQVhcqjkoghaL9-zjhPHb

This video is a visual lecture which explores the utility of screening tests in primary healthcare practice. For instance, the appropriateness of mammography in asymptomatic average risk women, screening of thyroid dysfunction in low risk individuals and routine screening ECGs. Other topics covered in the video include vitamin D testing, osteoporosis and Pap smears, all of which have undergone revisions in the recommendations for screening as regular testing has not found to improve patient outcome. Dr. Mike Evans who narrates the video suggests that more testing is not always better for patient care nor does it improve patient outcomes. Dr. Evans suggests an approach that takes patient values and individual risk factors into consideration to determine which screening tests are most appropriate for patients.
Teaching Value. *Teaching Value YouTube channel.* Last accessed August 18, 2017 at: [https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChhOPJF5zGlmSgRf1QRGLVA](https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChhOPJF5zGlmSgRf1QRGLVA)

This YouTube channel is part of the Teaching Value in Healthcare Google Group and includes recordings of various speakers hosted through online ‘Hangouts’.

**Other recommended videos**

- Tedx Talks. *How Medical Screening Turns Healthy People into Patients: Alan Cassels at TEDxVictoria.* CMA Policy: Appropriateness in Healthcare. Last retrieved August 18, 2017 from TEDx Talks’ YouTube channel: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1X0CfXAo-A&index=10&list=PLo06RNEsN5xqLQVhcgjkoghaL9-zjhPHb](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k1X0CfXAo-A&index=10&list=PLo06RNEsN5xqLQVhcgjkoghaL9-zjhPHb)

**WEB PAGES ON RESOURCE STEWARDSHIP**

To find out more information and/or become more involved in resource stewardship, visit these webpages:

• The University of Texas at Austin Dell Medical School. Discovering Value-Based Health Care. Interactive Learning Modules from Dell Medical School. Last retrieved August 25, 2017 from The University of Texas’ website: vbhc.dellmed.utexas.edu
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